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Nixon ordered a cover-up
WASHINGTON
<UPI)
President Nixon acknowledged
Tuesday that he personally ordered his top aides and the FBI to ·
limit
the Watergate
investigation. He said he feared
the inquiry might compromise
secret CIA and White House
intelligence operations.
·Though he claimed lie acted
with the best of motives, Nixon
also said his · orders unintentionally led to "apparently
wide-ranging efforts" to hide the
i11volvement by officials of his
administration and re-election
campaign organization in the
Watergate burglary and apparent cover-up.
IT WAS THE first time the

President conceded that high
officials in the White House or
elsewhere in the government had
tried to cover up the scandal.
He again disclaimed his own
involvement in any cover-up or
advance knowledge about the
Watergate bugging incident itself.
Nonetheless, Nixon confirmed
reports that L. Patrick Gray III.

then Acting FBI director, told
him last July 6 -- three weeks
after the break-in and four
months
before
the
1972
Presidential election -- that ·~the
matter of Watergate might lead
higher.
NIXON'S ACCOUNT OF the
events be.fore and after last
June's break-in at Democratic
headquarters in the Watergate

complex was offered in a 3,500word statement that also dealt at
length with extraordinary efforts
to protect the secrecy of domestic
intelligence operations run by
both the CIA and the White
House.
"I sought to prevent the exposure of these covert national
security activities, while encouraging those conducting the
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investigation to pursue tlwir
inquiry into the Watergate itself," Nixon said.
The President said he instructed his staff -- "specifically ..
former top aides H.R. Haldeman
and John D. Ehrlichman -- as
well as the attorney general and
acting FBI director ·"to ensure
that the FBI would not carry its
investigation into areas that
might compromise these covert
national security activities. or
those of the CIA."
BEY(>~D THAT. Nixon said:
---He was freeing his aides to
testify openly, without recourse
to executive privilege, about any
conversations they n1ay have had
Continued on page 16

Mackey: ·Drainage
not a USF concern
BY LENORA LAKE
Oracle Staff Writer

Pres . Cecil Mackey said the
question of funneling storm
drainage into a lake north of the
USF golf course is out of the
University's hands and "up to the
Cabinet and County" at a
"Hotline" session yesterday.
Today at 9a .m., SG leaders and
local environmentalists will
present their case to the County
Commissioners requesting
drainage be stopped. Mackey
said he did not plan to attend the
meeting and had not been asked
to comment on the issue by the
Commission.
SG PRES. BILL Davis, said he
asked Mackey to come out in
opposition of the decision but "he
had a desire to remain out of the
picture."
Recently the Commission and
the Cabinet approved a proposal
to allow private developers to
drain effluents into the lake and
Friday 20 students were
promised reconsideration · by the
Commission if they would bring
"authorities" with them today.
Mackey said, "It's not a
question of whether drainage or
not, there's drainage now."
ORAINAGE FROM 46th street
and east now runs into the lake,
according to Mackey , and "much
that would come through the pipe
would be the same water."
Fred
Peterson,
former
president of the College Councils,
said he had received a 300 page
report from the State Environmental Protection Agency
that "compares the effects of
storm water run-off with sewage
and states that there are more
suspended particles in storm
water than in sewage."
Peterson said he would present
these facts and a paper prepared
by Dr. Bruce Crowell, assistant
professor of biology. Crowell will

"It's not a question of
whether drainage or not,
there's drainage now:•
--Pres. Cecil Mackey
not be able to attend because ne
teaches a class during the time
period of board meetings.
DA VIS SAID he had not asked
Roger Stewart , director of
Hillsborough
County
Environmental Protection Agency,
to speak because "I'm hoping the
County Commissioners invited
him since he's part of their
staff."
In addition, Davis said he
received a letter from Floyd
Christian, commissioner of
education, stating that "there
was considerable testimony
given by a number of people that
indicated that the lake would not
be polluted."
Davis said he wondered who
" 'the number of people' are."
OTHER HOTLINE issues
included Fontana Hall, married
housing, University Police and
pay-by-the-hour tuition.

"Fontana is an interest to us
but we would have to look into it
and make a recommendation
( concernii1g purchasing),''
Mackey said . · "I have made no
decision yet as what to recommend."
No plans are being made for
married housing and USF could
not convert an existing dorm
into
married
housing ·
"economically because we would
have to rent it out to only one-half
the students . Then if we increased the rent enough to make
up the difference, it would be
priced out of the market,"
Mackey said.
MIKE CREW, engineering
senator, asked Mackey if UP will
be allowed to use the Riverfront,
now that it is closed to vehicles .
Crew said he had seen a UP car
at the Riverfront and the officer
said he was filling out a report.
"It seems kind of silly to drive
clear out there to fill out a
report," Crew
added.
Mackey said the area was
"certainly not" closed to UP and
"perhaps he had something else
Continued on page :I

Oracle photo by Randy Lover·

Former Timothy Leary associate
Baba Ram Das charmed a capacity audience last
night on Crescent Hill with his Eastern philosophy. See
story, page 13.

None were recommended by SG

Security committee nominations in
BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Oracle Staff Writer

Names of three student
nominees for the proposed
security advisory committee
have been submitted to Pres .
Cecil Mackey , but one was not
recommended by SG, according
to Dan Walbolt , assistant to the
vice president for Student Affairs .
"It was simply my view of a
more appropriate mix," said
Walbolt. "It was a judgment call
on my part."
Wl\LBOLT AIH>ED HE "could
not reveal the names of those
recommended until they are
appointed" by
Mackev .
However, Bill Davis
SG
president,
said
st~dents
recommended by him were: Jill
Cummings, Gary Finley, George
Mortimer, Ann Skelly , Denny
Wells, and himself.
Walbolt said he had interviewed only one SG nominee,
and had sent out letters to lwo of
the nominees requesting they
schedule
interview
a ppointments, but "the other
person never came in ."
However , although two SG
nominees confirmed receiving
letters from Walbolt, and one
<CummingsJ said she had been

interviewed, the other, (Skelly)
said she had approached Joe
Howell, vice president for
Student Affairs about it and was
told , "We'll contact you as soon
as something comes up ."
THE OTllER SG nominees
said they heard no word from
Student Affairs.
"I knew some of the students
and an interview was unnecessary," said Walbolt, adding
that he based his choice of
students to interview on "information on
student affairs
cards."
"Some <students) I was simply

Dan Walbolt

not interested in because of information on student affairs
cards," said Walbolt.
I>H. JIM VICKREY, director
of University Relations, said this
procedure of recommendations is
standard, adding that "President
Mackey has said over and over
again that he wants recom-

mendation from the vice
president for Student Affairs."
WALBOLT SAID he submitted
the recommendations Friday to
Joe Busta, special assistant to the
President. and he assumed they
"are on Mackey's desk now".
However, Vickrey said he has
Continued on page I.t

Deans te16ct move
to limit S-U courses
In a seven-to-two vote, the
Council of Deans yesterday
rejected a proposal to limit the
number
of
satisfactoryunsa tisfactory CS-U> graded
courses a student may take,
according to Dr. Carl Riggs, vice
president for Academic Affairs.
The proposal, submitted by the
Council on Academic Advising,
would limit the number of S-U
courses taken to two per year and
not more than eight during the
student's USF studies. The deans
voted on the proposal yesterday
after a week of consideration.
''The deans voted to go back to
the agreement approved by Pres.

Mackey and myself in March, "
Riggs said, adding he concurred
with this decision. This policy
allows a student to take any
course not required for his major
on an S-U basis.
Riggs said this is "only an
interim policy," and he will not
consider a permanent policy
until he receives
recommendations from the Faculty
Senate.
Robert Whitaker, chairman of
a
Faculty
Senate subcommittee studying the policy,
said his group will air their
recommendation to the Senate at
their May 30 meeting.
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Cod War tensions mount
LONDON· <UPI) - Iceland accused
Britain Tuesday of "serious aggression"
in sending warships to protect fishing
vessels inside Iceland's fishing limit of 50
There were reports
nautical miles.
Iceland might seek either NATO or · UN
action.
Britain's decision to protect its trawlers
off Iceland by warships "is an act of
serious aggression," Iceland's Fisheries
Minister Ludvik Josefeson told newsmen
before retiirniii~ . fo.' 8eykjavik. . •

Foreign aid cut
WASHINGTON <UPI) -- The Senate
Foreign Relations Committee approved a
43 per cent slash Tuesday in military
assistance to foreign countries and voted
to transfer control for all aid to Indochina
from the Pentagon to the State Department. ·

years -- and equalled the February rate,
but still was higher than for any of the 18
months in the Phase I and Phase II control
periods.

Blackouts begin
The Committee voted 13 to 3 to approve a
$740 million military aid program for the
fiscal year that begins July 1. The administration had asked for $1.3 billion.

Prices up 0.7
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- Phase Ill's
sharp rate of inflation eased a bit in April
as consumer prices went up 0.7 per cent,
due mainly to higher prices for food,
clothing, used cars and gasoline, the
government said Tuesday.
This was down from the 0.9 per cent
increase for March -- the highest in 22

SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (UPI) -- Faced
with "catastrophe" in 10 days unless new
energy sources are found, the city Public
Service Board Tuesday began blacking out
street ligJ:its in early morning hours and
urging voluntary cutbacks by electricity
users.
The crisis arose when Coastal States Gas
Producing Co. of Houston pared by onethird San Antonio's supply of natural gas
to 70 million cubic feet per day .

Dean made offer
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- A key Senate
witness testified Tuesday he relayed an
offer of executive clemency to Watergate

Tallahassee won't forsake
Tallahassee and Leon County
Officials had shown no interest in
the project and some legislators
were looking for "another city"
to handle the Regional Coordinted Transporation System as
a pilot project.

Foreign neglect
MIAMI <UPI>---Gov. Reubin
Askew said Tuesday that Florida
is not geared to the needs of the
international tourist.
"Our most valuable visitor is
not catered to in the same
manner as the domestic tourist,
and we lose for this oversight,"
Askew said.

"As tourism in the United
more
becomes
States
economically practical for
foreign vacationers, we must
prepare for them and market
our attractions accordingly. A
dollar spent by an international
visitor is like a' dollar generated
by ~xpert." .

confidence in the ability of
Americans to solve new problems
effectively and efficiently~-not to
reject the modern world in an
atavistic yearning for a paradise
lost--a Utopia that never was,"
Agnew said.

Keeping the faith

JACKSONVILLE <UPD-Two
Navy frogmen trotted into town
Tuesday to begin the Florida leg
of their 1,300-mue marathon run
from Norfolk, Va., to Miami
Beach to promote exercise as a
means of keeping healthy hearts.

MIAMI BEACH <UPI>--Vice
President Spiro Agnew called on
Americans Tuesday to have
confidence in themselves and
their system to solve th~ nation's
problems.
"This is the time to have

,--A-n-.t-i--p-o_r_n_o-rbiliu;;;s_e_sS_e_n_a_t_e_j
TALLAHASSEE <UPll-- With
just three 1lissenting votes, the
Senate approved an antipornography bill Tuesday aimed
at jailing sellers and "wholesale
promoters" of dirty books and
movies.
The bill would also let citizens
and "decency" groups picket
theaters and book stores that
they feel violate community
standards.

Little ·cigars 'taxing'
The "little cigars" that taste
like harsfr brown-wrapped
cigarettes would be· taxed 17
·.cents a pack --- just like regular
cigarettes---under a bill that
passed the Senate Tuesday :
The House had . a previously
approved the bill, but it must go
back for concurrence In a
technical change tacked on atthe
·urging of Sen. Sherman Winn, DMiami.

Lobbyists argue
A conservation lobbyist, Jack
Rudloc, accused Sen. W. D.
Childers, D-Pensacola, Tuesday
of doing all "in his power to kill"
.the Governor's bill to protect
.Florida's wetlands .
Rudloe, president of Gulf
Specimen Co., said Childers,

chairman of the Natural
Resources Committee, gives
short shifts to proponents of the
measure, but let Perry Odum.
lobbyist for developers, speak
long and loud against the bill.

Education funds
The House voted Tuesday to
increase Gov._ Reubin Askew's
requested $54.5 million ap propriation for "catchup"
classroom construction i1r public
·
shoo!~ to $99.5 million .
The extra $45 million was freed
by switching $2:~ million in
university and capitol parking
facilities to bonds. and providing
for $22 million worth of prison
buildings to be financed out of
social sec·urity trust fui1ds rather
··
. than general revenue.

Session '73
Have a question
about what action the
· legislature has taken
on a .· specific bill?
You can call; TOLL
FREE, the following
number and find out: .

l-800-342-8014
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Veto overridden
WASHINGTON <UPI) -- The Senate
Tuesday overrode President Nixon's veto
of a bill which would force him to submit
then names of his budget and deputy
budget directors for confirmation.
It was the first time in three attempts
this session that either the Senate or the
House voted to override a veto.

news
briefs

f lorida

pilot mass transit system
TALLAHASSEE (UPl}--The
possibility of a pilot mass transit
system for Tallahassee and the
Capitol ·Center has not been
Vernon
Sen.
abandoned,
D-Miami, · said
Holloway,
Tuesday.
Holloway, chairman of the
House Transportation Committee, said he has called a
meeting for Friday morning to
determine what funds, what
forms and what agreements are
necessary to "immediately
implement" the program and the
extent of state funding needed to
mateh federal funding.
Rep. Bill Conway, 0-0rmond
Beach, said earlier that

conspirator James W. McCord Jr. from
former White House Counsel John W.
Dean III, but had no indication that
President Nixon knew about it.
John J. Caulfield, a former White House
aide, corroborated McCord's previous
testimony he pressured McCord to plead
guilty and remain silent at secret meetings
held during the Watergate trial last
.January. But Caulfield denied -- as McCord had claimed -- that he mentioned the
President during their corw.ersations.

welcome Quartermaster W.C.
Kerry HeinriCht, 24, a,nd Boatswain's Mate 3.C. Tommy
Herrick, 22, at a public reception
at the Friendship Park fountain
in downtown Jacksonville.

Trotting frogmen

~weather
Continued · sunny and
warm. The low will be near
70 with the high in the mid
to upper 80s. Winds will be ·
10-15 mph and from the
west.

City officials turned out to

DONATE.ON A REGULAR BLOOD PLASMA
PROGRAM AND RECEIVE UP TO UO A MONTH

Noise abatement
The House sent Gov. Reubin
Askew a bill Tuesday spelling out
the exhaust system requirements
for all automobiles.in an effort to
reduce noise pollution .
Rep. Jim Foster. D-Tampa, a
former highway patrolman, said
existing law simply says that
each car must have an exhaust
system. The new ·bill would
define the exhaust system as a
manifold pipe, muffler and tail
pipe.
..

BRING STUDENT ID OR THIS AD
AND RECEIVE A BONUS wnH YOUR FIRST
DONATION

HYLAND DONOR CENTER
238 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, Fla 33602
....,,,,..,,.......,. fD . . . . . . . . . ~

can

·-253-2844
Monday through Friday
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$1.80 MINIMUM
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UMEROUS JOBS:
. DRIVERS - $2.25 AND UP
WAREHOUSE - $1.80
LABORERS - $1.80

ARNINGS PAID DAILY!!
OU'RE OUR KIND OF PEOPLE
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--Out door conce rt sched uledBY CHRISTY BARBEE
Oracle Staff Writer
USF's first outdoor rock and
roll concert in two years will be
held Saturday from 7 to 9 p.m. on
Argos Mall.
"It's time to try it," Vice Pres.
for Student Affairs Joe Howell
said Monday. He said he approved the SG request as an
exception to a USF policy which
prohibits amplified electric
music outdoors.

"THIS TIME . . . we were
careful to fulfill all the ridiculous
requirements outlined in the
Student Handbook," Davis said.
Recent SG requests for electric
music outdoors have been denied
despite attempts to word
requests to comply with handbook policy allowing such music
when "incidental to the purpose
of the event."
his main
HOWELL SAID
concerns about the concert are
possible drug ~buse, volume level

SG PRES. Bill Davis said SG
had "made use of a loophole" in
the policy contained in t.he
Student Handbook.
"I didn't even address myself
to that (a loophole)," Howell
said. "I just thought it would be a
good time to see if we couldn 't
work something out."
"Lutz Public Band" is billed
for the evening. Davis said the
band includes three electric
guitars and drums.

and attendance by non-students.
However, he said he does not
expect any trouble Saturday and
no measures •.Viii be taken to
prevent non-students from atHe said he had a
tending.
"subjective, intuitive feeling"
that the concert will run smoothly
and his three concerns will be
well handled.
Approval of this request was a
"compromise" rather than an
appeasement to SG, he said.
"I DON'T apologize that we

can't sanction any activity that
we know is associated or encourages use of marijuana.·· he
said .
Saturday;s concert will be on a
trial basis, Howell said, and
subsequent requests will hinge
upon the conduct of each concert.
Davis said plans are under way
to present another folk band after
the electric band from 9 to 11 p.m .
Saturday's concert is intended
as a celebration·df tlfo'end of the
quarter, Davis ~id.

Senior Seminar
content changed
BY LENORA LAKE
Oracle Staff Writer
Senior Seminar, CBS 401, which
will · be offered on an elective
basis starting Qtr. 4, has been
reorganized into three major
areas , all of which deal with the
nature and limits of freedom and
responsibility. .
The areas are "The Future of
Man," "Practical Social Issues"
and "Focus on the Individual."
STUDENTS taking "The
Future of Man"· will read
selected papers on fundamental
issues facing man as he prepares
for a radically different society of
the future, according to Dr.
Russell Cooper, course coordinator. In addition to readings,
class discussions will be held and
occasional papers required.
Oracle photo by Randy Lovely

Black and Aware Week's Tuesday event
... included Linda Price, Wanda Harrison and Antar Ugandi (Otis Anthony).
1

•

YOU offers lssues 1n Mus.i c'
Your Open University (YOU)
will offer MUS 371, Issues in
Music, this summer over closed
circuit TV in the Learning Lab or
by radio.
The two credit hour course will
start June 11 from 10-11 a .m . It
will also be shown June 12 from
12-1 p.m. and June 15 from 2-3
Ann
to
according
p.m.,

Mistretta, YOU coordinator.
Mistretta said students can
listen to the lectures on WUSFFM, 89.7, starting June 8 from
3:30-4:30 p.m.
To sign up for the course,
students should stop by the YOU
table in the UC during
registration May 24-25, or add the

Hotfine-- ----------- Continued from Page I

to check on as well as filling out
·
the report."
FEASABILITY OF pay-by-thehour tuition would depend on the
structure," Mackey said.
"If the policy allows students to
take more hours, free after the

first 12 or 14, then it might be
good. This would encourage thP.
better students to take mor
hours," he said.
But Mackey said the idea woulc
be an "administrative night
mare" for keeping records o
drops, adds and refunds.

"Practical Social Issues" will
deal with war, pollution, environment and population
problems which will be · defined
solutions
alternative
and
discussed. Special investigation,

panel presentations, group
discussions, films · and speakers
will be the format and written
work will be required .
"Focus on the Individual" will
deal with chan"ging life styles, sex
and marriage, philosophy a.nd
religion, and personal problems .
Students will select one or two
areas to study for in-depth
solutions, through oral class
presentations and in writing.
DIFFERENCES between the
three groups will relate more to
methods of approach and
selection of material rather than
degree of difficulty.
The course, open to juniors and
seniors, ca-rries three hours
credit and may be used .in
meeting the University's 60-hour
credit requirement in General
Education.
Each section will be limited to
20 students on a first come, first
serve basis. More information
can be obtained from Cooper,
ADM 253, ext. 2775.

course during the drop-add
period, or go to the YOU office in
the library basement.

VILLAGE PRESCRllPTION CENTER

Mistretta said students must go
through the YOU office to receive
necessary mail-outs and credit
for the course.

IF YOU HAVEN'T FOUND US BY NOW,
ASK YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT WHAT
YOUVE BEEN MISSING.

Issues in Music will be offered
S-U only and will consist of 10
lessons, Mistretta said.
Dr. Jacques Abram will teach
the course.

VILLAGE PRESCRIPTION CENTER
10938 B 56th Street Between Main Street
Ice Cream Parlor and
Temple Terrace
Budget Tapes.
988-3896Hrs. 10-6 8-10

We Have Our Own Ideas About Getting High

$175/ per quarter
THAT'S ALL IT COSTS
TO LIVE IN
LA MANCHA DOS
FOR SUMMER
QUARTER
(June 9 - August 14)
1 Block from campus
on 42nd St.
Phone 971-0100

For information on Navy Flight Programs
call Navy Temple Terrace 985-1010
Fly Navy
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Future concerts up to you
The administration has done
it's part; now it is up to the
students to make outdoor
concerts with amplified music
a reality.
Dr.
Joe
Howell,
vice
president for Student Affairs,
has approved on a trial basis, a
request by Student Government
to have an end of the quarter
celebration ori' the Argos Mall
Saturday.
The "Lutz Public
Band," witli' three electric

[Editorials 8' Commentary]
guitars and drums,
featured.

will be

THE ORACLE
applauds
Howell's decision to give the
students a chance to prove they
are capable of handling
themselves at a concert. It

may have been a little slow in
coming, but better late than
never.
Hopefully, students will act
with restraint and make doubly
sure that no incident occurs
that will give the administration an opportunity to

say, "I told you so," and ban
future concerts .
We feel this is a good decision
and that students will prove
themselves deserving of such a
concert.
If everything goes
smoothly, this will be the first
of many such outings.
WHETHER THE ban on
amplification is right or wrong
is not the issue. The point to be
· proved is that students can
demonstrate they can handle
such concerts.
Howell has said he didn't
approve the issue on the basis
of a legal loophole, but as a
compromise to see how things
would work out. That premise
should set the tone for the
concert. It is defintely a trial
thing, and future concerts are
riding on the results.
Now it's up to you.

( lettns policy)
The Oracle welcomes letters
to the editor on all topics. All
letters must be signed '..and
include the writer's student
classification and telephone
number.
Letters should be typewritten
triple · spaced. The editor
reserves the right to edit or
shorten
letters.
Letters
received by noon will be considered for publication the
following day.

Readers speak on thieves, sarcasm, police
Editor:
I am writing this letter . because
recently I · 1ost my purse. I was not
aware at the time how much money it
would cost me to have just my identification from the University replaced.
The ID and fee card is $5. The food
card is $20; and to have the lock
changed on my dorm room door will be
$10. That is a total of $35.
I CANNOT SA Yfor certain that I lost
rnY purse itw,as ;stolen. I just want
the people out there to know that if for
some reason : you lose your identification at this University you will pay
a high price to get it replaced.
And for the people out there.who need
money and rip other people off1 I would
say, at least turn in the identification.
You certainly · can't use it, and the
person it belongs fo tias to go through a
lot of ~jlassles just to have the bare
necessi'U~ replaced. ,
Maybe I'm ,a fool to write this letter,
but it makes me feel better, and maybe
it will serve as a warning to others to be
more careful with their belongings. '
Barbara J. Toll
3PSY

or

Sarcasm slimy
Editor:
Since it can be both hardhitting,
directly to the point and at the same.
time slimy and vague. sarcasm could

(letters)
well be called the politicial tool.
I too find it hard to believe one could
claim Cecil Mackey's actions purely
po,l itical.
Especially since most
government off,icials are forbidden to
run for public office.' However, if
SG members feel this· way it is almost
understandable. It must do their hearts
good to think some petty politicians can
achieve the offices they really seek. As
the New York Times once· wrote "Yes
dear reader there is a Santa Claus."
Patrick G. Hayes
3ECN

An about-:face ·
EditOr:
Well, well, we certainly have witnessed an about~face on the part of the
Oracle <which l enthusiastically applaud> in regards to our University
Police <UP>.
It
certainly is encouraging to a student who one year
ago was thought a raving maniac for
using the words "Achtung," "Gestapo"
and accusing Malcom Beard and KJ.
Salcines of the felonious crimes <$15,000
· bonds, false and brutal arrests, assault
with deadly weapons, discharge of
deadly weapons) in reaction to t~e

,.;:
::;:

0RACl

t!

I;

Police are, for the most part, from
my 23 years of observation,
. swaggering, gun-happy, bigoted,
potential and actual murderers. When ·
I say "gun-happy" I mean they enjoy
guns; they dig the increased power they
bring and get off on the fear they invoke. When I say "bigoted" I mean
they are friendly, "regular old folks" to
those that don't threaten their authority
or sensibilities, but if you happen to
anger one; disagree with one, show the
slightest semblance of disrespect, or
even look repulsive to one: watch out.
You could -- apd I'm being quite literal - die, if you don't turn immediately into
a worm. When I say they are "potential
-and actual murderers" I mean simply
they have what amounts to a carte
blanche license to kill; they use it, will

ROBERT FIALLO
Editor

wednesday's
~l

student blockade of several streets
whi!e R. Nixon, in the name of
America, blockaded and burned an
entire nation.
THE RECENT incident in Professor
Vandercarr's class, the demand by
Preble and his officers for the right to
apply "deadly force" <shoot to kill> a
fleeing suspected felon <in a
· classroom?), the Tampa Police killing
· of a 15-year-old black, . with his gr.andfather, · .because he ran, are · . not
unrelated incidents but the product of a
particular mentality : the police
mentality.

News Editor
NESS

:;;:.. ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967, 1969

fight to the end to keep it and will
defend · unquestionably ·their fellows
that use it. Remember Willis McCall?
Guy Fairfax?
THE U.S. Gestapo will kick in doors
today. They don't all wear the same
uniform, but if you don't think their
centralization is more complete and
effective than anything the Nazis ever
dreamed of, look into it sometime. If
you think their raids are outrageous ·
when they get the wrong house, you
ought to be around when they get the
"right house," a Black Panther
headquarters, for example. The point
is, Adolph Hitler came to power .
legally! The question is, where will you
be if the niggers are shovelled into the
gas ovens?
John Hogg
4 HTY
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Nixon admits he may
have prompted cover

"As president of USF, I dedicate this lake to the fiscal gaiils of
private enterprise."

Married housing ignored
as others areas prosper
Editor:
Oracle
A casual glance at the
and a simple mathematic computation
shows me that the USF Administration
is cheerfully pianning to spend
$1,557,178 and that The Oracle is unfortunately playing it very low key.
The expenses I am questioning are:
$425,000 for re-location of eight areas of
administration offices: $1, 128,465 for
the building of Classroom A and $3,713
in taxes for the Lake Thonotosassa
property (Lake ? Where ?l
ALL THIS foolishness is g()ing on the
same tn:1e that the powers that be
refuse to consider married student
housing because it is "economically a
losing proposition."
If I had a nickel for every time I have
walked past an empty classroom, I
could buy tbem all by now. If Dennis
Godwin thinks that the office relocation will keep a student from
having to run all over campus to get
''everything done". I'm afraid his rose

colored glasses are about five shades
too dark. USF will never relent in its
goal to keep students and staff buried in
paperwork.
As for our $100,000 worth of lake
property, how many students ever get
to use the place?
THERE ARE, however, over 4,000
married students attending this school
who sincerely need moderately-priced
living facilities close to campus.
There are thousands of married,
widowed and divorced students who
desperately need a decent place to park
their children while they try to better
themselves and so better provide for
these children.
The director of Physical Planning,
Clyde Hill, should be made accountable
for some real planning in this year ot
economic squeeze; either realistic,
functional, student-oriented, physical
planning, or planning for a new JOb.
Marilyn M. Evon
3 MCE

WASHINGTON <UPll -- President
Nixon conceded yesterday that he may
have contributed to the emotional
climate in which the Watergate scandal
could germinate but he said he had not
meant to do so.
"It is clear that unethical, as well as
illegal, activities took place in the
course of that 0972 presidential)
·campaign," Nixon said in a written
statement issued by the White House
"NONE OF these took place with my
specific approval or knowledge," he
said. "To the extent that I may in any
way have contributed to the climate in
which they took palce, I did not intend
to; to the extent that I failed to prevent
them, I should have been more
vigilant.''
It was the first time that Nixon had
publicly admitted contributing to the
moral tone which resulted in what he
described April 30 as shady practices
by "overzealous aides" who followed
too closely the doctrine that "the end
justifies the means." In that televised
address Nixon held himself apart from
any aspect of the matter.
But in his extraordinary statement
yesterday on the Watergate and related
issues, Nixon sought to differentiate
between the burglary of the
Democratic National Headquarters -which he deplored - and undercover
activities for national security purposes
-- which he defended and acknowledged
having a part in.
BUT IN discussing the Watergate
climate, it was difficult for the
President to draw firm lines. And his
statement did not address itself to the
numerous official investigations into
improper or illegal fund raising activities on his behalf, or to an alleged
broad scheme or political espionage,
sabotage and manipulation -- purportedly directed by White House
operatives
against potential
Democratic presidential rivals last
year.
The climate apparently included a
1970 intelligence plan, which Nixon
approved but which was never implemented because the President withdrew it following the objections of the
late FBI director, J. Edgar Hoover.
The plan would have authorized the use
of burglary when considered necessary
for "national security" purposes.
That plan, although then inoperative,
may have eased the conscience of
members of the White House team
which burglarized in 1971 the office of
the psychiatrist of Pentagon Papers

(analysis]
defendent Daniel Ellsberg.
"I TOLD Mr. <Egil) Krogh (the head
of the White House "plumbers" unit)
that as a matter of first priority, the
unit should find out all it could about
Mr. Ellsberg's associates and his
motives," Nixon said.
According to congressional investigators, the Deputy Director of the
CIA, Lt. Gen. Vernon Walters, said
Presidential Aide H.R. Haldeman,
through whom Nixon conveyed his
message to the FBI, told him it was
"the President's wish" that the CIA
should urge the FBI to restrict its investigation of the Watergate. Walters
said he refused to participate in the
cover-up.

***

The Times says...
ST. PETERSBURG (UPI) - The
St. Petersburg Times said in an
editorial in today's edition that
President Nixon's handling of the
Watergate affair has done
irreparable damage to public
confidence in his ability to govern
the country.
The editorial commented on the
President's statement on the
Watergate case issued Tuesday
afternoon.
"TO THE sickening revelations of
White House involvement in the
Watergate felony and coverup,
President Nixon's bombshell admission that his orders in fact
started the coverup leaves the
nation stunned," the editorial said.
"For the sake of our country, we
hope Mr. Nixon can restore the
authority and credibility of his
government but we are not
reassured by either the content or
the
timing
of
yesterday's
<Tuesday's) statement.
"No belated claim of protecting
national security, no feeble excuse
of not knowing what subordinates
were doing, can now undo the
damage done to public confidence in
Mr. Nixon's ability to govern this
country," the Times editorial
concluded.

Lindell Volkswagen Presents
THE MINI-ROLLS

SUMMER JOBS
1/103

w

Kf.NNEDY 13LYD.
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Any Major Fla. City
APPLY
Thursday May 24th
Rm 205 UC
11 :00 a.m. or
1:00 p.m.

po~Y>--tr--tr-Jr~
~Iuesffi&&
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FROM $1599
1970 VW Fastback sedan, 4spd, radio, heater
very low milage, stock no. 2109
1970 1137 Bug, radio, heater, 4spd, low milage
no. 2128
1972 VW 1131, radio, heater, no. 2139
1971 VW 1131, radio, heater, 4spd, no. 2205
1968 VW 1132, auto, radio, heater, very low
milage no. 2178
1972 7-passenger bus, radio, heater, very low
milage no. 4132-1
1971 Pop-top Camper, radio, heater, air cond,
save no. 3040-1
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25&26

LINDELL ·VOLKSWAGEN
3900 W. KENNEDY
PHONE 872-4841
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Rice awarded honorary doctorate
Dr. Philip M. Rice, dean of the
College of Language - Literature,
will receive an honorary Doctor
of Humane Letters degree from
Claremont Graduate School
during June convocation exercises .
Rice , who is the first dean of
Lan-Lit and the first USF dean
selected by a student-faculty
committee, served as Dean of the
Graduate School at Claremont
(Calif.) as well as academic
dean, dean of faculty and a

Dr. Philip M. Rice

history professor during his eight
years there.
"THIS IS a special honor
because it comes from my
colleagues," Rice said. Faculty
members at Claremont, the
country 's only independent
graduate school, elect honorary
recipients.
A history professor at USF,
Rice has also taught at Kansas
State University", North Carolina
State University and University
of North Carolina where he

received his MA in 1947 and his
PhD in 1948, both in history.
Rice is associated with
numerous education committees
and boards, including the
of
Committee
Executive
African
Deans ,
Graduate
Fellowship Pro gram of the
African-American Institute, the
Review Committee for PhD
programs in History of the
Historical
American
Association, and recently was

FSU bars AAU P
from using mail
Acting under an interpretation
of Federal Court guidelines ,
Florida State University (FSUl
has barred the American
University
of
Association
Professors <AAUP) and other
"non-university" groups from
using campus mailing services
without notice , but no such move
appears imminent at USF .
"I can't understand the basis
for FSU's decision," said Dr .
Jack Moore, president of the
local AAUP chapter. "Nothing
like that has happened to us ."
"THIS INDICATES a poor
relationship between the Administration and the faculty
when something like this is done
with such needless acrimony ,"
Moore said, adding, "They
should have been given prior
notice, rather than being issued
fiat by su;·prise."
Moore said the local AAUP
chapter has just finished sending
out questionnaires to faculty in
their second annual evaluation of
the Administration.

PBE

•
•

BY LINDA HUMANN
Oracle Staff Writer

EnStudent
Charging
tertainment and Activities
Council CSEACl is not directly
responsible to the students, the
and
Budgeting
Planning,
Evaluation Committee <PBEl
has proposed SEAC be made a
new activity area.
The proposal would separate
SEAC's budget from the
University Center (UC) budget,
making directors and funds
''more responsible to students."
according to Howard Steele,
committee member.

***

Student
volunteers
needed

named a Fellow of the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science.
HE HAS ALSO received close
to $2-million in grants from such
foundations as Ford, the Carnegie Corporation. the National
Science Foundation and the
American Council of Learned
Societies.
Rice is a WWII Navy Veteran
and a recipient of the Purple
Heart.

Did my
true/<
do that?

"Mailing lists were supplied
and there was never any obstacle
set before us," he said.
vice
DR. CAHL RIGGS,
president for Academic Affairs,
said yesterday, "USF plans no
similar action that I know of" to
bar such groups from using
campus facilities.
The decision at FSU stemmed
from an earlier suit by American
Federation of Teachers CAFT) in
an effort to get use of campus
facilities and mails which had
previously been denied them by
FSU.
In ruling on the suit, Federal
District Judge David L. Middlebrooks ruled that AAUP and Ali'T
must be given the same campus
privileges , but this has apparently been construed by FSU
officials to mean denying
privileges to both groups.
Lise of facilities and the mails
were temporarily suspended to
both groups by the Board of
Regents following Middlebrooks'
ruling , but had since been
restored.

vending
Some
problems
machine
during Saga's first
week of campus
operations, weren't
exactly with the
machines. Here John
Lyndes, Saga Food
di rec tor,
Ser vie e
damage
surveys
when he
caused
backed a truck of new
machines into a light
in the Education
mall.

Proposal made to make SEA C a new activity area
UC IHHECTOH. Duane Lake
oversees SEAC activities now:
under the proposal both students
and staff advisors would be
responsible to Dr. Joe Howell,
vice president for Student Affairs, and would make budget
requests directly to the Student
Finance Committee.
The budgetary move would
also promote better coordination
of entertainment and activities .
Left in the UC, SEAC is "more or
less on its 0wn." Steele_said .
He said PBE had "agreed that
SEAC is doing some questionable
things -- like providing entertainment aimed · only at
minority groups.
. "I DON'T WANT to see them
on their own-- I want them to be
accountable to students a nd the

only way is to put them in with
the activities area," Steele added.
Students could communicate
more easily with SEAC if if was
placed in the activities area
where students are given more
access to decision making, SG
Secretary of Finance Robert
Sechen said.
Sechen said the function of
SEAC was to be a place where
students could go to plan activities: moving it to the activities area would fulfill this
function.
"II\ OTIIEH state universities,
entertainment comes from their
activities funds." Sechen said.
Pointing out that University of
Florida is "running everything
through the s tudents." com-

"I don't want to see them on their own - I want them to
be accountabll~ to students and the only way is to put
them in with tne activities area."
--Howard Steele

mittee member Richard Bass
said, "We're doing it ass-backwards."
Moving SEAC to the activities
area would make the relationship
between SEAC and the activities
offices a coordinating one, with
SEAC the "para-professional to
help all other activities offices
plan their activities," Sechen
said.
SEAC is more . functionally

related to activities than to the
UC, Steele said.
"SEAC has no functional
relationship to the other offices in
UC. Right now it has only a
spatial relationship with the UC
offices," he said.
If the proposal is accepted, the
total SEAC budget, including
salaries and expenses , will be
added to the activities area .

The Gardens of Delight
(Spain)
" . . . a haunting and complex and completeli

Student volunteers are needed
to transport senior citizens
between Busch Gardens and a
central Tampa office during
"Senior Citizens' Week."

1 a glowing exploration of personal and publi c

Students can arrange transportation with their class
schedules, and those who drive
four to six people will receive a
free pass to Busch Gardens,
according to Jim Copeland,
Neighborhood Service Center.
Students interested in volunteering today through Friday
should call University Volunteer
Services at 974-2388 or Copland at
253-0502 (ext. 263) .

relo. "wiships and of the psyche .. ."
-Judith Crist, New York

Wednesday, May 23
Florida Center for the Art:'

8pn1 LAN 103

Ad1nission $1
Film Cla:':'iC:'
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Mackey, Howell, Prehle, UP employes

cited

Stude nt to charg e admin istrato rs
BY SANDRA WRIGHT

Oracle Staff Writer

USF student Gary Wells, said
yesterday he is "in the process of
filing charges" against Pres.
Cecil Mackey, Vice Pres. for
Student Affairs Joe Howell,
University Police (UP) Chief
Jack Preble and numerous UP
employes after "hazing'' charges
were allegedly made against him
by UP.

"I have already been in contact
with the American Civil Liberties
Union," said Wells, adding he
plans to charge Mackey ·and
Howell with "mishandling of
administrative affairs," while
UP charges will likely range
"from false arrest to neglect of
duty."
action was
·THE SUIT
prompted by charges Wells says
are now pending against him for

me before you towed it away?"
and she replied that she "didn't
have to take that kind of talk ,"
and slammed down the receiver.

"hazing" a UP secretary. Wells
said the alleged "hazing" took
place May 14 after UP towed
away his car when they found it
parked in a handicapped space.

ACCORDING TO Wells, he
called back later, and the same
secretary hung up after he said
He said he
only a few words.
then drove to the UP station and
asked what the secretary's name
was.
He said she identified herself as
Jamie Kaiser, and informed him
she was going to file charges
against him for "verbal assault."
Wells said he was later summoned by Dr. Chuck Hewitt,
assistant to the Vice President
for .Student Affairs, and told he
would be charged with "hazing"
l:lecause of the incident.

Wells said he thought his car
had been stolen and called UP to
report it, when a secretary informed him it had been impounded. Wells said he asked
her, "Why the hell didn't you call

Who's Who
deadline
today

Wells,
ACCORDING TO
Hewitt said he "interpreted the
offense to be hazing" but would
not show him a copy of the
<Hewitt)
"He
charge..
paraphrased the cxharges and
read them to me, and I told him
they were untrue," Wells said.

The deadline for "Who's Who
Among Students in American
Colleges and Universities"
nominations is today .
Applications are and have been
student
from
available
organizations, department
chairmen and University administrators .
Nominations for students
active in student organizations,
publications, athletics and fine
arts should be submitted to UC
226.
USF, through evaluations
Student
the
by
made
Organizations Advisory Board
(SOABl,will forward names of 35
qualified students for inclusion in
the annual publication.

The charges, Wells said, included many obscene words
which he said he "did not say to
the Kaiser." He said Hewitt told
iii him he could "plead guilty and
~ receive disciplinary action from
~ the Student Affairs office rather
~ than face a disciplinary board."

.,

.

u

0

Finals are approaching
... arid everyone is starting to study.

Practical politics course set
Qtr. 4 applications for POL 571,
a course where the student works
in the practical side of politics,
are available in SOC 357 until the
end of this week ..
"A student must be a senior or
a graduate student," said Dr.
John Sidor, assistant professor of
Political Science. "He should
also have a 2.0 in his major field,
but I think maturity is much
more important."
SIDOR SAID students could do
research, negotiations, or study
other cities' problems in relation
to the Tampa area, in offices of
Tampa and Temple Terrace
councilmen.

Bill Wadsworth, 4 BUS, one of
this quarter's participants, said
his latest project in the pr"ogram
has been working with Tampa
Councilman Joe Kotvas 'in his
efforts to obtain St. Elizabeth
Hospital for a Crisis Prevention
Center.
"I wanted to know how the
Tampa City Council operates,"
Wadsworth said. "I wanted to
know if they were a rubber stamp
council; if when Greco walks in,
stamp, stamp, stamp. I want.ed
to find out for myself."
WADSWORTH SAID he spent
two eight-hour days a week
working in the program .
"We will be working ir;i Tampa,

Temple Terrace, and with the
Hillsborough County Planning
Commission this summer,'' Sidor
said.
Sidor said the course offers
some future job possibiliti:es.
"WE HA VE TWO former
students who are workirH~ with
the men they met in this course.
You get very close to your bosses.
They also give out some letters
of recommendation ," he said.

"I tbld him I could not plead
guilty to such charges," Wells
said, adding that he would now
face a University disciplinary
board in a few days, but would
not appear unless it was open to
lhe public.

"I have already been in
contact with the American
Civil Liberties Union ... I
don't like what happens
behind closed doors."
-Gary Wells
to offer students the chance to
"admit guilt, waive their rights
to trial and accept University
action."
KAISER SAID she could "pull
out the file (on the case l" but
could not confirm or deny
charges because "that is up to the
Chief."
Preble said "Hewitt would be
the one in charge of that. " and
added since Hewitt, "as a
lawyer," said it was confidential.
he (Prehle J could not confirm or
deny that charges were pending
either.
Bill Davis, SG president, said
the hazing definition (in the
Student Handbook) is "vague and
The offense is
ambiguous."
defined as "Any act by any
person or group which adversely
affects the health, safety or
dignity of any person."
"DR. JOE HOWELL told me
when the handbook was written
that this charge would only apply
to activities by fraternities and
sororities," Davis said .
"Everything that is being done
violates my constitutional
rights," said Wells, adding he
hopes to have his hearing "as
quickly as possible" and continue
with the charges against the
USF officials.

"I DON'T LIKE what happens
behind closed doors," he said.

SUMMER JOBS

University disciplinary board
hearings are closed, Hewitt said,
unless the student involved
requests they be open.

$500 monthly
Any Major Fla. City

Hewitt said yesterday he could
not comment on the matier
"because such things are treated
as confidential," but would not
deny the existence of the charges.
He said it is standard procedure

Thursday May 24th
Rm 205 UC
11 :00 a.m. or
1:00 p.m.

APPi. Y

"You get to meet a lot of people
and hear a lot of issues talked
about before the press is involved . The students and the
Council are both pleased with the
course," Sidor said.

I

~h~ Gradua~~
(Senior Yearbook)
Is now available for distribution
in LAN 472
Bring Your Receipt
A limited number of copies are still available
for sale at $2 per copy

WANTS YOU!!!!!!!!!!!
Summertime positions will be available commencing June I.
Here are a few of the areas which might interest
you:
Waitresses
Busboys
Custodians-Housekeeping
Night Utility
If you are interested, please apply in person at
the personnel office, CAROLANDO MOTOR
INN, at the intersection of 1-4 and State Road 192,
15 mikes southwest of Orlando, or submit your
resume' to:
Director of Personnel
CARO LANDO MOTOR INN
P.O. Box 1768
Kissimmee, Florida 32741

An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Revised Class Schedule
For Quarter IVJ973

Additions

c

COURSE
PFX NO

SEC
NO

COURSE TITLE

QTR
HRS

ACC 401

001 .

ADV ACCNTING

AGE 585

003

AGE 603

Cancellations
COURSE
PFX NUM SEC

PERIOD
DAY

BLDG
CODE

ROOM
NO

INSTRUCTOR

03

10-11 TR

BUS

323

STAFF

DIRECTED READING

03

TB A

N RS

STAFF

691

SOC RSW..MTH GRN

03

6-9p R

Bay Campus

NEWFIELD

CBS 308

404

HUMANITIES

04

12M-F lTR

LAN

356

RUTENBERG

CHM 311

800

INT INORGN CHM

00

10-11 TR

CHE

102

WORRELL

CJP 315

002

CHR OFF ADULT

04

1-3 TR

SOC

286

I.SILVERMAN

CLS 581

005

INDIV RESEARCH

05

TB A

NRS

GESS MAN

CLS 585

005

DIRECT READING

05

TB A

NRS

GESSMAN

COM 371

003

PHOTOJOURNLSM I

04

10-11 w·

LAN

127

KERNS

COM 376

001

TYPOGRAPHY II

04

T BA

LAN

475

MOYSE

COM 433

001

NEWS EDITING I

04

2-3TR 4T

LAN

454

SANDERSON

COM 447

001

PR PRACTICUM

02

T BA

NRS

COM 491

001

SS INTERCOM

04

2-3TR 4T

LAN

ECN 509

001

ECONOMC EDU III

03

TB A

N

EDA 531
101
(3 week session)

EXP FILM CHLDRN

05

1 3-5 M-F

FAH

282

EDC 480

OS CRAFTS MEDIA

04

9-11 TR

FAH

290

PAPPAS

CBS 301 002

EDC 585 944
WS CAREER EDUC
(6 week session)

04

6-8pTR 9pT

EDU

215

STAFF

CBS 301 003

EOC 585

984

WS OSHA

04

5-9p M

EDU

EDC 681

011

OS ADM PROJECT

01

TB A

NRS

STAFF

EDC 681

013

BL.K EXP CHL LIT

03

T 13 A

N RS

STAFF

EDC 681

021

OS SUPV PROJECT

01

T 13 A

NRS

STAFF

EDC 681

022

BLK EXP CHL LIT

02

T BA

NRS

STAFF

EDC 681

032

OS ADM PROJECT

02

T BA

NRS

_STAFF

CJP 315 902
CJP 315 903

·.EDC 681

034

BLK EXP CllL LIT

04

T BA

NRS

STAFF

COM 351 001

EDC 681

042

OS SUPV PROJECT

02

TB A

NRS

STAFF

COM 400 001

EDC 681

044

OS FLD WK EX CH

04

T B A

N RS

DWYER

COM 483 004

EDE 415

004

ARITHMTIC CHILD

05

10-11 MF

CHE

102

LICHTENBERG

ECN 331 001

EDE 415

004

ARITHMTIC CHILD

00

10-1 l w

CHE

103

LICHTENBERG

ECN 331 031

EDE 426

002

CR EXP EARLY CH

04

11- i TR

LAN

205

STAFF

ECN 331 032

EDE 519

001

SOC GROWTH CHLO

04

TB A

N RS

AU LETA

ECN 371 901

EON 583

l 05

ST SPA SCI WKSP

05

9-11 M-F

PHY

209

KRUSCHlflTZ

ECN 423 001

EON 583

105

ST SPA SCI WKSP

00

l 2 TR

PHY

211

KRUSCHHITZ

ECN 683 904

EDS 423

401

ED MNTL RET L

04

BM-F 9TR

BUS

112

LAVELY

EDC 480

EDS 511

401

SLOW LEARN SCHL

04

lOM-F llTR

PED

104

JOHNSON

EDC 585 534

EDV 445

751

MTH TCH ADLT ED

04

8-4 M-F

CITRUS

PALMER

EDC 585 544

EDV 506

791

PROGRAM MGT AOL

04

5-9p \{

HILLSGOROUGH

BRADY

EDC 585 914

EDV 631

901

CURRENT TRENDS

04

5-9p R

BUS

JAESCHKE

EDC

EDV. 651 · 205

VO DVLP PRA OED

05

T B A

NRS

STAFF

EDC 631 144

EDV 651

794

VO DVLP PRA AOL

04

5-9p F

HILLSBOROUGH

BRADY

EOG 681 434

EDV 651

974

VO DVLP PRA BED

04

5 MF

FAO

lOON

STAFF

EOF 607 903

EDV 651

984

VO DVLP PRA OED

04

5 MF

FAO

lOON

STAFF

014

ACC 302 002

GRISCTI
471

RS

LUCO FF
STAFF

ACC 401 901
ACC 411 002
ACC 424 001
ACC 602 001
AFA 230 001
AFA 336 001
AFA 431 001
AFA 483 001
ANT 321 001
BOT 372 001
BOT 417 001
BOT 417 800
CBS 101 003
CBS 101 006
CBS 101 Q,08

CBS 301 901
213

215

HILL

CB.) 302 002
CBS

302 005

·'BS 308 004
CBS 308 902

00~

585 994
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Additions

Cancellations

(Cont.)

(Con.t.)

PERIOD
DAY

BLDG _ ROOM CODE
HO

04

5 MF

FAD

ADM LOC PRO AOL

04

5-9p M

HILLSBOROUGH

PALMER

001

LOGIC DESIGN

03

12 MWF

ENG

201

GARRETT

445

001

LOGIC LAB

00

9 R

ENG

208

GARRETT

EGE 445

001

LOGIC LAB

01

l 0-11 R

_ENG

227D

GARRETT

EGE 480
EGE 499

002
001

SP ELEC TOP I
DESIGN PROJECT

02
03

T BA

NR

S

STAFF

T BA

N R. S

STAFF

EGE 680

903

SP ELEC PROB I

03

6~8p ~

ENG

EGE 699

006

RES OR DESIGN

06

EGR

421

901

NUCLEAR ENGR I

03

6-8p T

ENG

201

STAFF

EGR 560

001

Pm4ER UTIL SYS

03

1 MWF

ENG

205

STAFF

EGX 406

001

ENG ANAL SMF

04

1 MWF 12W

ENG

203

DEVINE

ENG 691

001

SEM HEM FAULKNR

04

lOMWF llMW

LAN

344

STAFF

ENG 703

001

- ADV LIT TEACH

03

TB A

N

RS

STAFF

FIN 489

004

_IND STUDIES

04

T B A

N

RS

STAFF

GBA 683

002

READINGS BUS AD

02

T BA

NRS

STAFF

683 - 003

READINGS BUS AD

03

TBA -

NRS

STAFF.

soc

160

BELOHLAVEK

soc

155

BELOHL.AVEK

COURSE
PFX NO

SEC
NO

COURSE TITLE _

QTR
HRS

EDV 651

994

VO DVLP PRA ITE

EDV 671

791

EGE 444
EGE

GBA

.T B A

HTY 211

OOl

AM HTY TO 1865

04

10-11 TR

HTY 304

001

AGE OF JACKSON

04

2-3

HTY 699

001

THESIS

through

008

9

TR

lOON

201

INSTRUCTOR
_STAFF

STAFF
STAFF

NRS

COURSE
PFX NUM SEC
_ EDV 65"1 914 -

EDS 633

~201

EDV 651 204
EDV 651 934
··EGE 411 001
EGE 450 001

EGE 451

001

EGE 480 01 l
EGS 507 901
EG-S 582 003

EGS -681 903
EGS 682

903

ENG 305

002

ENG

306 002·

ENG

307 U03

ENG 505 001
ENG 791

001

ENV 301 001
ENV- 301 002

01-08

T BA

NRS

STAFF

ENV 301 003 -

581

001

DIRECTED STUDY

01

T BA

N RS

STAFF

EN V 301 004 -

HUM 581

002

DIRECTED STUDY

02

T BA

NRS

STAFF

INV 301 005

HUM 581

003

DIRECTED STUDY

03

T BA

NRS

STAFF

ENV 301 - 006 -

HUM 581

004

DIRECTED STUDY

04

T BA

NRS

STAFF

ENV 301 007

HUM 581

005

DI RE CT ED STUDY

05

T BA

NRS

STAFF

ENV 301 800

HUM 591 '

001 _

SEL PROB HUMAN

03

T BA

NRS

STAFF

ENV 301 008

MKT 419

901

MKT MJ\NAGM rnos

04

6-7p TR 8p T BUS

STAFF

FIN 201 002

MOL 383

001

GEN MOD LANG I

01

T BA

N R S.

STAFF

FIN

MOL 383

092

GEN MOD LANG I

02

T BA

NRS

STAFF

FIN 301 005

MOL 383

003

GEN MOD LANG I

03

T BA

NRS

STAFF

FIN 403 001

MOL 383

004

GEN MOD LANG I

04

T BA

NRS

STAFF

FIN 501 901

MOL 483

001

GEN MOD LANG II

01

T BA

N R- S

STAFF

1GBA 351 901

MOL 483

002

GEN MOD LANG II

02

T BA

NRS

STAFF

GBA

MOL

483

003

GEN MOD

II

03

T B A

NRS

STAFF

GPY 315 OOlthrough-015

MOL 483

004

GEN MOD LANG II

04

T BA

NRS

STAFF

GPY 407 002

MTH 511

001

ADV LINEAR ALG

04

T B A

NRS

KAETSATOS

GPV

MTH 583

074

TOPICS ALGEBRA

04

T BA

NRS

REED

HTY 222 001

MTH 583

134

TOPICS ANALYSIS

04

T BA

NRS

REED

HTY

MUS 204

016

APP MUS VOICE

03

l1 R

TAR

130

REYNOLDS

HTY 381 902

MUS

204

023

APP MUS PIANO

03

9 T

FAH

101

WATKINS

HTY 591 904

MUS 207

016

SEC AP MU VOICE

01

11 R

TAR

130

REYNOLDS

HTY 691 904

MUS 208

001

COMPOS IT ION

03

T BA

TAR

25

STAFF

HUM 418 401

MUS 308

001

COMPOSITION

03

T BA

NRS

STAFF

LIN 641 001

MUS 375

001

CH ENS CH SNGRS

01

12 TR

FAH

JOHNSON

MAN 311 901

HUM

LAi~G

112

102

301 004

605 901

607 002

231 901
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Additions

Cancellations
(Cont.)

COURSE
PFX NUM SEC

MAN

421 901

. MAN 431 001
MAN 471 001

MAN

NO

PFX NO

472 002

HRS- -DAY

TITLE

COURSE

VOICE

MUS 404

016

APP MUS

MUS 408

001

COMPOSITION

MUS 504

016

APP

MUS 508

001

COMPOSITION

BLDG
CODE

PERIOD

QTR

SEC

COURSE

(Cont.)

T BA

NRS

REYNOLDS

03

T BA

NRS

STAFF

03

T BA

NRS

REYNOLDS

03

TB A

N RS

STAFF

MUS VOICE

MASTER CLASS

M.KT 301 004.,

MUS 608

SEM ' COMP

03

T BA

NRS

MKT 315 ' 001

·MUS_'.621 . 001

20TH CEN MU LIT

05

1 Mv!F 12F

FAH., ·

MKT .40~ 901:

INSTRUCTOR

03

·,MUS 561 - 213
001

ROOM
NO

1 M-F

2TR

FAH

1Ol , 102 STAFF
STAFF
226

STAFF

MUS 623

001

CHORJ\L LIT &COND

T BA

NRS

JOHNSON ·

MUS 624

001

CHORAL LIT &COND

T BA

N fCS

.JOHNSON

MUS 629

006

ENSEMBLE

. T B- A

NRS

STJ\FF

·MUS 204 004

MUS 629

007

ENSEMBLE

T BA

N RS

STAFF ·

MUS 204 .005

OCT 401

003

COMUN INTERACTN

TB A

NRS

· LUPTON ·

204 006

OCT 401

004

COMUN

INTERACTN

T BA

NRS

LUPTON'

-· MKT 414 001
MKT . 419 002

MUS

MUS 204 .009

MUS 204 010
MOS 204 011
;MUS 2-04. Oll

· OCT 401 . 005

COMUN INTERACTN

05

T BA

NRS

LUPTON

PSY'692

001

GS SOCIAL PSYCH

05

10- 11 TRS

·N R S

SISTRUNK

-.PSY 693

001

GS CLINIC PSY ·

. 05

10-11 TRS

N RS

SPIELBERGER ·

.. f>SY 696

001

GS COGN 'PROC

05

8-9 TRS

soc

015

D. NELSON

SEMINAR I _

04

1-4 T

soc

257

·P: GROSS'
-.,

1

;Mus ~

205 OOl

·,

REH 507 . 001

MUS 207 004

_MUS 207 005
MUS 207 006

MUS 207 009
Mus 201

cno

SEMINAR . I I .

04

1 3-4

PRACTICUM II

02_

T BA

N RS

: 001 '

POPULATION

04

10 M-F

soc '

149

' 901

SOC SCI STAT'

04

6-7 MW 8pM

SOC

388

-04

10 MWF

TR SOC 384

REI{ 6.1Q,

001

REH 61 l

:OOl

~7T-

SS I 301

MUS 207 012

SSI 583

MUS 207 013
MUS304 004

.

·~

. IP REI+ COUNS I I

NRS

w

.soc

257

soc

. 257

. P. ~ROSS
- ..;

DICKMAN ·

DICKMAN

·-:. .

404 . · ST LEISURE POLCY

. 001
TAR 453
.·

SR SEMINAR

TAR 483

'009

THEA FOR NEW

·· TAR 501

001

DRA THRV CRIT I

10~11

03

l'I - l 2 T 11 R TAR

09

11-12 M~iF

03

11 MW l 2M . · · TAR

WHEELER
' BLAIR
KAPLAN

··STAFF

2308

\

MUS 304 005

MUS 304 006
MUS 304 009

REP

COURSE
', . PFX .NUM SEC .

MUS 304 010

OCT 401
..

Mus ·304 011
'

1-4 R

'001 ,

soc

MUS 207 011

. MUS 304 013

05

REH .602

.

,·

P. GROSS .

T BA

001

; ·-

'

.

...

02

REH 508

.

.i

PRACTICUM I

-

:

.

MUS 305 . 091 ·.

.MUS 374 001 through 004

.

·001:
.

2 3 4 TR

· COURSE

PFX NUM SEC
602
.- REii
·....
·-- .

-

.

901 ·
.

2308

SSI .301 004

.

.·sot 345 001

SSI 411

;:Pt:lf 377 001 :

-soc

zoo 421-

·~ - ·;" .

-

.

.

:,

.. :.. '

;:PHI _. '408
PHI .·: 69 l
~i·

:

601

•'

.(,,..

505 - 901
__

..::·

· SPE -321 001

"

.• •SPE 363 001

MUS 404 005 ·

POL 331 001

SPE 369 .001

· M!JS 404 .006
· Mus· 404. 009 ,

POL 454 001
PSY 341 · 001

SSI 201 003

. MUS 404 010 .

PSY 401 001

SSI 201 901

. .. MUS 404 011

PSY 405 901

SSI 202 002

· MUS 505 . 004

PSY 432 901

SSI 203 002

MUS 562 010

REH 502 901

SSI 203 003

MUS -619 001

REH 507 901

SSI 203 901

MUS 629 001

REH 508 901

SSI 301 003

~SI
· -''.•

STAFF .

COURSE .
PFX NUM 'SEC

·.PHI 304- 001

001

MUS 404 004

STAPF

. TAT

;

·zoo
zoo

001 .
..

001

421 _002 ·
421 800

201 002
Editor's Note: The SG revisions
were complied by the ·Office of
Records and Registration and
presented here, by The Oracle,
exactly·as received. Any .further
Inquiries or cor,ectfons should be ·
forwarded to the Office of
Records and Registration, ext.
2987. -
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USF compl etes cage sched ule
BY DAVE MOORMANN

Oracle Sports Editor
USF's 1973-74 basketball
schedule has been · completed
pending acceptance by the
University and finalization of
contractual arrangements.
Included among the 26 Brahtwo
man opponents

Southeastern Conference (SEC)
schools, a pair of ex-NCAA
university division runnerups
and a ·representative from this
season's National Invitational
Tournament <NIT).
USF IS scheduled to meet
seven teams from last year's
season,_~h~_the Brahmans

will make the first meeting
between USF and the SEC school.
Florida Sta~e, easy ·winners
over USF last year, will · play at
·curtis ·Hixon January 19. - St.
Petersburg's Bayfront Center
will be the site of a game between
Dayton and USF. ·
ANOTHER important .home
contest for the Brahmans their
December 3 encounter with
American University, .-an NIT
member this year.
. Two _ college cjivision teams
which received post-season

finished 14-11 in their sophomore
year of varsity play.
After.its opener against Florida
Tech, USF travels to Gainesville
to meet Florida.
TEN1 ATIVE agreements to
play Tennessee were rriade by
Coach Don Williams yesterday,
and if the Volunteers acceP,t, it

is

I ::~:::

. playoff ber.t hs. Old Dominion and
Armstrong State. will. play lTSH.
ALTllOt:Gll USF dciesn "t lll('l'l
NCAA runnerup, Memphis Stall'.
it does have ·· a home encounter
with St. Louis, winners O\'er the
Tigers in regular season play last
year;
. Notable a·dditions to this vear·s
lineup of games Include : Long
Island, Rhode Island. University
of Chiago and Athletes in Action.
a group of Christian players
ax-All
many ·.
including
Americans . .

:::•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1973-74 Cage Schedule:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:::::::::=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:::::::'
30

.

~
~

;;::

Participants prepare for beginning
of event at Sunday's Bicycle Olympics

Bike Olympics well attended
Over 50 entrants competed in
four events in USF's Bicycle
Olympics, Sunday.
The Bicycle Club's tri-weekly

event featuring races in amateur
and pro classes included team
and women's competition.
Topping the efforts of 19 other

Admiss ion asked
for cage games7
Students will be charged 50
cents to attend USF home
·basketball games next year and
no additional coaching lines will
be approved, according to tentative recommendations ma~e by .
the Student Advisory Committee
on Planning, Budget and
Evaluation.
"If we can make an account
revenue-producing, then we
Sechen,
Robert
should,"
chairman of the Student Finance
Committee, said.
AT 13 HOME games last year,
USF l:}veraged 2,080 fans, including non-student support.
The Committee recommended
that a request by the basketball
program, asking $10,000 for a new
coaching position, be refused and
agreed that there be a general
rollback to 1972-73 levels on each

item except use of Curtis Hixon
Hall .
In other action affecting the
Physical Education Department,
the Committee tentatively
recomme.rided deletion of a $5,500
request to replace the putting
greens and water system near
the Andros tennis courts.
Organizations'
STUDENT
budget request was also tentatively recommended at 1972-73
levels, except for a $2,500 increase for extra phone lines.
However, the Committee voted
to eliminate eight other personnel
services and one graduate
assistant position totaling $10,920
and also tentatively recommended reducing the other
capital outlay request from $6,800
to $500.

Baseball tourney to begin
Rollins, two-time winner over
USF, opens the NCAA South
Atlantic regional baseball
tournament in Lakeland Friday.
The Tars, 24-18-1 on the season
meet Eckerd at · Marchant
Stadium beginning at 5 :30 p.m.
The Brahmans split with Eckerd
during the regular season.
Host Florida Southern meets
University of Baltimore in the
8 :30 nightcap. The Brahmans
lost a pa ir to Southern this year
while Baltimore was selected to
the tourney over USF .
The double-eliminatior tournament continues Saturday with
three games scheduled along
with a 1: 30 p.m . Sunday championship game. A second contest

wil! immediately follow if
necessary.
Winner of the event goes to the
national tourney June 1-4 at
McMurray College in Springfield,
Ill.

contestants, Ronny Johnson
pedaled the five mile amateur
event in 11: 50. Trailing Johnson
was Bruce Everett with Woody
Miller taking the third spot.
Eight entrants rode the pro
race with Doug Hill leading the
field, clocking in at 10:43.2.
Taking second and third places
were Brian Moore and David
Anderson, respectively.

Dec. 8
. Dec. 10
Dec. 17
Dec . 20
Dec. 22
Dec. 29
Jan. 3
Jan. 5
Jan . 8
Jan . 10
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 21
Jan . 26
Jan. 30
Feb. 2
Feb. 9
Feb. 11
Feb. 16
Feb. 19
Feb. 22
Feb . 23
Feb. 26

!::;i~a

::::

Tech

::;:;:~~~~;.:::~;

.

Arkansas State
Tennessee
Tennessee Tech
Old Dominion University
. Univ . ofMo. at St. Louis
Valparaiso University
St. Louis University
University of West Florida
The Citadel
Mississippi State
Florida A&M University
Florida State University
Univ. of Mo. at St. Louis
Long Island University
Athletes in Action
. Rhode Island
Florida State University
University of Dayton
Armstrong State College
Florida Southern College
University of Chicago
University of West Florida
Butler University

~:;~
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
·Away
Away
Home
Home
Awa~

In the 2.5 mile women's event,
Laura Williams cruised to a
7:47.5 victory ahead of second
Shelley Schafuer and
place
Debbie Hartman third.
The team race featured six
squads of three men in a five mile
The winning squad;
contest.
University Bicycle Center, set
the victory pace at 10:40.
Winning the two mile pursuit
event in 4 :01 was Mike Overcash.
For information concerning the
next Olympics contact Tom .
Leacock at 971-9397.

USF selected
as host of 19'13
volleyball meet
JoAnne Young, coordinator of
women's intercollegiate athletics
at USF , has announced that USF
has been selected to host next
volleyball
state
season's
championships .
The Junior-Senior College
tourney will be conducted in the
gym Oct. 19-20. The women begin
intercollegiate competition next
year with play in the Oct. 6
Hollins College Invitational
Volleyball Tournament.

Universal Department Store
· Squires Gallery

TOYOTA PUTS IT ALL TOGETHER
Quality

Economy

Roominess

Fun

1

·
.

~

~;~;
;:;:

.
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Cinema awards

to highlight
f i Im f estiva I
The third annual Student Film Festival held this weekend will be
highlighted by an academy award type ceremony Sunday.
Four original films -- directed, photographed, edited and scripted by
USF Mass Communications film sequence majors -- will be present~d
Friday and Saturday at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in ENA. An invitational
showing for filmmakers, judges and their guests will be held Sunday in
LAN 103.
"THE IMAGE Maker," a film about a photographer who knows only
one reality .~the images he captures with his camera -- was produced
by Ed McGraw and Steve Hackbarth.
Scott Shelly and Darryl Shepherd's "Afterwards" concerns itself
with life after a nuclear holocaust when education and literacy no
longer have value.
An often-ignored hitchhiker who strikes back sets the pace in "The
Vengeant," by Robert Nickerson a!1d Randy Lovely.
ROBERT HANCOCK and Michael Norton recreate Edgar Allen
Poe's classic story "Masque of the Red Death" with their film
"Masque," a medieval tale of a mysterious death.
Judges from the National _Association of Broadcast Employes and
Technicians and the International Alliance of Theater and Stage
Employes will award the films on the basis of best picture, direction,
cinematography, art direction, music, editing, script, sound recording
and performance, according to Dr. David Horsman, supervisor of the
festival, which is being sponsored by the University Film Association
<UFA).
Each film is equivalent to a joint thesis by the film's director,
unit manager, assistant director and photographer.
UFA is asking for a $1 donation at the door to go towards film
scholarships.

Spanish
•
movie
shown

1

Eagles, whose latest album,
"Desparado," is skyrocketing on the
charts, will appear in concert with R.
E. o. Speedwagon June 7 at 8 p.m. at

"The Garden of Delights," a surrealistic Spanish film
directed by Carlos Saura, a protoge of J:unuel, will be presented
as part of the USF Film Classics Series, today at 8 p.m. in LAN
103.
The Olm focuses on a family's greedy r..ttempts to re5tore good
health t~ the paralytic head of their household.
Fanta~y and reality fuse as the invalid dreams about his life.
His money~minded family enacts bizarre scenes from his past
in an attempt to shock him into recalling the location of the
family fortune, which they believe he has hidden in a Swiss bank
account.
Tickets are $1 and are available at the door 45 minutes before
I.he screening.

Opera Workshop
plans free show
Nine operas will be represented
in the free USF Opera Workshop
p·roduction Thursday through
Saturday at 8:30 p.m. in Theatre
Center Lab. No. 1 <Music Studio,
TAR 130).
A duet from "Madame Butterfly," by Puccini, will be sung
by Frieda Lister and Alix
Bridges. Excerpts from "The
Medium," by Menotti, will be
, performed by Karen Pritchard
and Susan Brown.
MARY DIANA and Raleigh
Williams . will sing from Ger"Porgy ahd Bess."
shwin's
Songs from Humperdinck's
"Hansel and Gretel" will be
rendered by Susan Brown and
Chris Jones ..
Ai'i'~e Clark and Gayle Hart will
sing ''from the opera "Cosi," by
Mozart, and Gwyn Cooper anct ·
William Madsen will perform
from "The Barber of Seville" by
Rossini.

~

School's Out' concert

~·

Tampa's Curtis Hixon Hall.
Tickets are $4.50 in advance and $5
the day of the show.
They are
available In Tampa at . Rasputins,
Liberation Music and Curtis Hixon .

Banquet-Showtryouts set
Open tryouts for parts in the
Speech Communication
Department's annual "BanquetShow" will be held today at 8 p.m.
in LAN 478.
Scripts of original material
from USF contributors will be
available at the tryouts. All

students, regardless of major,
are welcome to participate,
according to a spokesman for the
department.
The "Banquet-Show" will be
held June I at the Columbia
Restaurant in Ybor City.

\

(music)
A sextet from "Lucia di
Lammermoor." by Donizetti.
will be sung by Cheryl l<'ernandez. Linda Hoberts. Wally
Williams. James Tibby. William
Mitchel and Dan Hadebaugh.
A DlTET .from Verdi's ''Aida" ·
will be p~rformed by Maria Niles
and M:J. Matheny.
Excerpts
from Puccini's ''La Boheme'.'
will be sung by Mary Martin and'
William Mitchell.
Hobert Rogers and Ferrell
Lister will accompany the Opera
Workshop sing~rs oli piano.
Music l)epartment faculty
members Annamary Dickey.
Elizabeth Wrancher and Jerald
Heynolds staged the opera excerpts.
Everett Anderson is
director of the Opera Workshop.

-";;;,;;-~~e: e : ; : ; : ; - · - =.::r-:c~a~: =-=~: ::.::i_
paper

·•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales letters
Catalog Sneets
Bulletins
Forms
Notices
Dire;t Mail
Instructions
Data Sheets
Order Forms
Work Sheets
A,,nouncements

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

Envelope'
Letterheads
Circulars
Handbills
Post Ca;ds
Brochures
j
House Organs j
Cost Sheets
•
Price Lists
Resumes
~ Stuffers

II

I
I

I
'

Summer's a drag in a stuffy, old classroom ... so take Donald's
advice and cut to an all-new scene ; .. a summer job at WALT
DISNEY WORLD. Exciting vacation employment opportunities are
available in many areas including roles as Monorail Pilots, Butlers in
a Haunted Mansion, Submarine Captains, Custodians, Merchandising, Food Service, Riverboat Skippers .. , the list goes on and on.
Casting for summer jobs is now in progress. so make the scene! Call,
write or visit the WALT DISNEY VVORLD Employment Center at
the intersection of Interstate-4 and SR 535 southwest of Orlando,
(:rn5) 828-3418. Work where it's happening this summer 1

Walt IV)isney World
:\n Equal Opportunity Employer
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Photo winner s

The USF Photography Club has announced the winners of its Photography Contest. The winning photos are
pictured.
Mike Mackin (below) won first place in the abstract
category. Gary Lantrip netted second place and Russell
Kerr won third place. John Gaudett received an
honorable mention.
In the photo journalism category, John Raoux (right)
won first place. Russell Kerr received second place and
John Wright netted third place. Larry Ross received an
honorable mention.
Linda Powell (bottom right) won first place in the
nature category. Deane Van Stockum received second
place and third place went to Gary Mikelonis. Merrily
Pledger received an honorable mention.
The winning photos and other entries will be on display
through this week from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the UC
Gallery.

Oracle photos by Randy Lovely

Baba Ram Das charm s
listen ers with philos ophy
BY ANN CRAVENS
Oracle Staff Writer
The Billy Graham of the guru
set spoke last night to a capacity
hill-side audience.
A master of capturing an
audience as well as of Indian
religion, Baba Ram Das, mixed
humor and philosophy with the
cool twilight breeze and the
nearby traffic sounds while his
audience sat enraptured on the
damp ground for over an hour.
RAM DAS was formerly known
as Dr. Richard Alpert, early
associate of Timothy Leary and
proponent of "better Ii ving
through chemistry," the LSD
culture.
Though scheduled to begin at
8:30 p.m., Ram Dns arrived an
hour early, took up . the lotus
position which dido 't vary
through the evening and began
chanting.
Some of the audience sat
straight and chanted, others
lounged comfortably, incense
wafted throught the crowd and as
the glow of the sunset faded, Ram
Das began to speak softly,
pausing often.
SLUWL Y HE seemed to return
to the real world or at least to
begin to relate to his listeners.
He talked about the eternal opposing forces, creation and
destruction, about sex, drugs,
illusions, and he dropped a few
names like Leary, Herman
Hesse, Tom Wolfe.
Ram Das is a polished speaker.
He knows how to manage an
audience, keep them with him,
persuade them, but he does it
with his own style, low-key but as
effective as a Dare-to-Be-Great
salesman.
IF THIS all sounds dull and
faintly mystical, keep in mind
that it was Leary who likened
Ram Das to Graham --and he is
too good a speaker to let his
audience sleep.
He has a store of anecdotes as
funny but more subtle than a

"I'm at the point now
where there are only two
beings left in the Universe-the illusion of who I still
think I am, and the rest of
it--God, the Tao, the laws
of the universe, guru .• /'
-Baba Ram Das
Baptist preacher's jokes. . Like
the time he was standing in line in
Chicago to see "Deep Throat"
and was recognized by one of his
followers who said <before he
noticed the marquee) "Oh, that
God should be so good to let me
meet you today."
That's a heavy line for a "holy
man" to handle, but Ram Das'
ability to laugh at himself
(though he strives to have no
Self) keeps him in tune with his
American audiences.
ALL BEINGS have a right to be
loved," he professes. "But you
don't have to love all actions."
Central to his philosophy is the
destruction of the ego, the
destruction of desires and the
merging of the soul with God <by
whatever name you deem it. l

Though he believes he has
"found the way," his talk really
has no overtones of proselytizing.
He puts down those who have the
attitude "My guru is better than
your guru or I know the true
way."
DESIRING TO force change on
people is just an aspect of "one's
ego's desire to change the
universe.
"I'm at the point now," Ram
Das said, "where there are only
two beings left in the universethe illusion of who I still think I
am, and the ·rest of it--God, the
Tao, the laws of the universe,
guru ....
"Everybody I meet is my guru
in drag."
RAM DAS has spent several
years studying with Maharaji, a
guru.
Before that he taught
psychology at Harvard and was a
practicing psychotherapist, and
under analysis himself.
His
experiments with Leary in mindaltering drugs caused him to reevaluate his life and begin his
pilgrimages to India.
The guru will speak again
today at 2 p.m. in the UC Mall . If
it rains the event will be moved to
KIVA.
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For Tires - quality with price
100% free replacement warranty- if our tire be::omes defective.

during the life of the tire due to workmanship or 1T1aterials it will ~·
be replaced free of charge - passenger cars only.
Visit our new outlet at 7500 E. FOWLER where we have a
complete service facility induding alignment at $ts.95 for most
American cars and $11.95 for most pickups - if you have ride
problems come in and get an expert opinion at no 'lbligotion - al!
work satisfaction guaranteed or · your Money c:1eerfully
refunded. We mount on mag wheels .a rid if we break we repbce
- we mount tractor tires and fill with water - (hydroflote). Boat
troile: tires in stock. We mount & stock truck tires.

II it rolls • try DUDDY'S FOR. TIRES
Saratoga Full • 4 Ply Nylon
with new 1973 white
F/3" 14 - $18.59 + .2.39
G78x14 - 19.20 + 2.56
H78xl4. 20.00 + 2.75
G78x15 - 19.59 + 2.63
H78x1S. 20.65 + 2.81
l781115 - 22.25 + 3.16

Concorde Rcidi ... I - built to
.
pot on American
cars for
a safe s,;,ooth ride

Tyrino - narrow white
for compact cars
520x10-600x12-520x13
560x13-645x14-615x13
560x15-650x13-560x14
600x15- all alz• • $14.95
+f«lerol ""'of t.71 to t.91 pe• ''"'· Tllil ii,
:::.-:,~,. !wilt In Italy for the - " ca•

Concorde · raised white lette"s
wide - wide - wider

860x13 - 27.55
F60x15 - 33.36
BR78xl3-29.15 GR78x15-3S.11 F60x14-33.05 G60x15-3S.07
ER78x14 _ 30.06 HR78x1 5 _ 37 . 31 G60x14 • 34.89
J60x15 - 39.79
FR78x14 _ 32.18
LR78ll1S _ 39 .29 · L60x14 • 40.96
L60x15 - 41.27
GR78x 14 - 36.09 + Fede•ol Tox 2.0l . 3.• 9 .
+ Fede•ol Tax 2.16 • 3.92
NARROW WHITE - PREMIUM

•ROSS HUN HR ,., .·.v· ...,.

WE MOUNT ON MAGS FllEE

e ove l · -14- on 15-inch rodiols for compod cors priced from 21.5016.55 with Fed tox l.41-1.87(norrow white premium).

AIRPORT

No

BURT LANCASTER· DEAN MARTIN
JEAN SEBERS •JACOUEUNE BISSET
GEORGE IENMEDY • HELEN HAYES
YAll IEM • MAUREEN STAPLETON

TRADE-IN

~
Wiiiilft'

A UNIVERSAL PIClUR( • HCHNICOL OR" • Producrd rn IOMM TOOO·AO"

Friday 7 :30 & 10 pm
Saturday 7 :30 & 10 pm
Sunday 7:30 & 10 pm
Sponsored by SEAC

m11~mr1~i\1-~

~

~

LAN 103

D ~ ."' "la
fl

NATIONS LARGEST TIRE DEALER

Ml!il!W
8ANkAMU1CAar.

11§19.b"*'i

I

I

TEMl"I.£ TERRACE - 7500 E. FOWLER· 988-4144
•---1
free Mounting • Spin Rr\andng · Alignment
FREE
9:30 to 6:30 Mon. thru Fridoy
CATALOG_
Woot Tan1po • 1705 Well ChHlnul 9:30 to 2:00 Sot. YBOR OTY - 1501 2nd Aw..
Cou nter Only
Free Mounting • Spin Balancing
\
253-0786
248-5016
tl, 30 to S:JO Mon. thru Fri .
t 8 :30 ''' I :00 Sot.
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Tailor teac hing to the stud ent'
BY ANDREA HARRIS
Oracle Feature Editor

Oracle photo
-__D . p ' d
D r . . an ur om

by Randy Lovely

" ... courses should be taught in different ways."

The man Look magazine in 1965
said "may well become one of the
great educators of our time"
thinks education at USF could be
tailored to the individual student.
He is Dr. Dan Purdom, an
of
professor
associate
educational leadership here , and
says courses should be taught in
different ways because conventional teaching methods do
not reach all students.
"ONE STUDENT might want
to go to the library and rely solely
on a textbook to learn," he says .
" Another student might learn
best through a lecture. Still
another student might learn most
effectively through field trips or
independent projects."
Purdom was principal of
Garden Springs, a nongraded,
team-taught elementary school
in Lexington, Ky . The school
received national recognition
through an article in Look
magazine, in which Look's senior
editor heaped lavish praise on
Purdom as an educator.
He came to USF in 1968 after
three years at UCLA, and he
brought with him some very
definite ideas about what a
college education ought to be.
FOR ONE thing, Purdom
feels course objectives and the

manner in which the course will
be taught should be m a de
"crystal clear" to the student.
He suggests that five-minute
tapes be available to students in
which the instructor introduces
himself, explains what he will
require and what he hopes the
student will gain from his class.
· "And the student would have
the chance to say: 'Uh, uh, not
with me you don't, " he says .
PURDOM AGREES that some
professors may be afraid to
release this information because
they fear studnts will not choose
their courses, and adds , "Maybe
if you don 't have but two students
in your class, you ought to close
shop."
Purdom was educated in a " sit
still and be quiet " atmosphere,
one reason for his passion for
experimental education.
and
unmarried,
He is
frequently works until after
midnight devising innovative
ways to teach his own students
how to be creative elementary
school teachers.
ONE OF THE tools of his trade
hangs on his office wall -- an
oversized letter "A" complete
with moustache, hat and arms.
Purdom , you see, thinks a
college professor has just as
much obligation to teach
creatively as does the fifth-grade
geography teacher.

No-b el Prize winne r Libby: Scient ists
must provid e the nation al leader ship
BY KAREN LUNDY
Oracle Staff Writer
· The scientific community must
begin to have its voice felt within
United States government at all
levels, according to Dr. Willard
F. Libby, University of California
Chemistry professor.
"We (scientists) have to
provide the national leader-

SG Senate:
No drainage
·The SG Senate last night went
the
urging
rec!)rd
on
Hillsborough County Commission
to reverse its decision concerning
the installation of storm sewage
lines.
Moreover, the .Senate voiced
supporHor individuals-or groups
who take any "legal initiative"
against corporations, companies,
and government · officials or
bodies which act to injure the
natural
or
environment
resources of the community's
property.

Memorial Day
no holiday
USF _will not take a holiday
Monday although most other
observe
offices
state
Day.
Memorial
All USF classes and offices
will be open, according to Dr.
Jim Vickrey, director of
University Relations.

ship ... there is no one else. But it
has to be done on local and state
levels before the national level,"
Libby said last night at the
Second Annual Sigma Xi Awards
Dinner.
THE 1960 NOBEL prize
winner for Chemistry said
science . must begin to play a
greater role in government
research and decisions.
"There must be a scientific
leader like NASA was in the '60s.
It should be funded and should
deal with the growing problems
of the energy crisis and the environment," Libby said.
Libby said the development of
equipment which allows scientists to predict large earthquakes
several months in advance is one
way science can aid government.
ON THE question of health
care, Libby proposed that

hospital care should be improved
from an engineering standpoint.
"The . hospitals need a new
design . It is a fact that 30 per
cent of the American people have
no health care."
Libby said scientists need to
stay abreast of new developments.
"THE SCIENTIFIC community cannot afford to be
dormant. We should be leaders in
such fields as solar energy and
cheap atomic fuel," Libby said.
''The public needs to be
educated. If the technology goes
to pot, the economy of the nation
goes to pot. Just look at the ten
billion dollar national deficit in
the first quarter ," Libby said.
With respect to the pressing
problem of air pollution, Libby
said his state of California is a
''tragedy .''

Sec uritv ----- Continued from Page I

Professional Council chairman,
said her · group will make
nominations at their Friday
meeting.
Bob Levitt; Career Service
"I know it wasn't in the
President's mail yesterday , . Senate chairman, could not be
maybe Mr. Busta has them,"
reached for comment.
:;aid Vickrey , adding that Busta
. will be out of town for weeks.
"no idea where the list (of
nominees) is."

Dr. Jesse Binford, chail"man of
the Faculty Senate said his group
will submit nominations after
their May 30 meeting arid Phyllis
Marshall, Administrative and .

LUTZ PAINT
& BODY SHOP
The place to have you ·
car repaired correctly.

LU

than just 'here it is,
I hope you get it.' "
"It should be more than just
'here it is, I hope you get it,' " he
says.
BUT DON'T mistake Purdom
for a champion of students and
crucifier of professors. Some of
his ideas would make teaching
more enjoyable for the teacher as
well as more beneficial to the
student.
His thesis is simply this : The
teacher should teach the way he
does it best. "Those who are not so skilled at
lecturing usually have another
style of teaching which, if
utilized, would be highly effective, " he says.
THIS CONCEPT, Purdom
says, is "more natural" than the
stereotype college professor who
must stand in front of his class
and lecture .
If the professor feels more
comfortable just sitting and
rapping informally with his
students, Purdom contends, then
that is just exactly· what he
should do.
And there's no valid excuse for
not experimenting, he says.
"WHEN YOU close that
classroom door behind you," he
says, " there exists a great deal of
freedom to try new ideas."
Purdom shrugs off the "great
educator" label, claiming that
Look got "carried away ."
And he is not too concerned
about striving to be recognized as
such, either. He puts it this way:
"I'm interested in the ~··
periences that I am having now.
Period."

Mackey receives report
011 Physica l Plant charges
Administration
The · final
report on record falsification
charges and personnel problems
in Physical Plant will go to USF
Pres . Cecil Mackey Thursday.
· Over the past two weeks, Internal Control Director Raymond
Zureich, has been auditing

Physical Plant records . Zureich
reported to Assistant Vice Pres.
for Administrative Affairs Ken
Thompson Monday. Thompson is
now ·drafting the final report,
dealing not only with the financial audit but also the various
personnel problems.

RECORD SALE TODAY
ALL REGULA R PRICED
LP'S

$3 79
· • ;

(EXCEPT

DOUBLES)

TWO DAYS ONLY
Tues. (May 22) and
Wed. (May 23)

LIBERATION MUSIC
SERVICE

By Popular- Demand, Worship is Noon.
Sundays

at the Episcopal Centtr on SO th Street
For Information, call
988-4025

And he offered advice to USF
graduates.
"The best way that I have
found to earn good money is to
buy the city of Los Angeles, clean
it up, and then sell it," Libby
said.

"It should be more

1112 Busch Blvd.
907 129-thAve
PH. 971 - 111 5

Phone 935-5912
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SERVICES O_FFERED

(

----LESSONS-Guitar,
5-strlng ·
Banjo. · Private lessons by Qualified Instructors.
Guitar rental · available.
Grissett Music, Ph, 988-1419.

CANOE RENTALS
By ,Day or Week
Call 935-0018 or 935-1476

NEW TRAVEL LODGE Motor Hotel opening
close to USF campus, Fowler & 30th. Need
complete staff. Front desk, PBX, Waiter,
Waitresses, Bellman, Cashiers, Cocktail
waitresses, Cooks, Bus help, etc. Taking
applications now at temp. office, U15 E.
Fowl.e r, Shady Oaks Mobile Homes Sales.

8-TRACK Tape Pl•wers for auto $29.95.
Menard Pawn & Gift Shop 14038 N. Florida
Ave. 935-7743.
LOVE is: Siamese kittens purrfectly
adorable . Well -cared for . 986-1154 .
Registered and unregistered.
INDY 500 tickets for sate:· Paddock block of
six value. $150. All for 5100. Call Mark 971GIRL'S 5-speed bike r only 6 mo. old, excellent cond. Has warranty on parts &
repairs. Must sell before June 6. Call Jane
971-7687 or 971-5582.
10 SPEED Murray bike 545. Speargun,
Magnum Topioader, excellent condition.
Queen size waterblid 515. Ph : 971-3344.
BEAUTIFUL German shepherd puppies
AKC registered, shots, range of colors $50$85. Call 251 -5796.

EARN 54.jo PER HOUR Expanding Nat. Co..
seeks several people for Tampa and other
major Florida cities this summer. Only
the sharpest, most disciplined, will be
considered for this high paying job. Mar
24 University Center· Rm .205 11:00 AM
and 1:00 PM.

MALE ROOMMATE- own room in a nice CA
two bedroom mobile home 3 miles to USF
at (Viilage Tampa) $70. Available June 1.
'For more information call: 971-8808.

J

BEAUTIFUL Flowers for an occasions for
best results, call : .. Thompson's Flower &
Giff Shop 2319 w. Linebaugh Ave. 935-8263

PART TIME help wanted. At least 3 full
days per week. Will work around vour.
schedule. Weavers Lawn Service. 877
4800. 5803 N. Armenia Ave., Tampa , Fla.

NEED 2 FEMALE roommates to share
furnished 2 bdr, 2 bath, cen. A-H, WW
carpeted apt. 'hmi •.from USF. Rent : $60
per mon. For more Information, Call
Sandy 971 -0162.

12x50-MOBILE Hom~, nicely furnished, WW
carpeting, AC unit. Close to USF. Call 9716845 after 5 p.m.
MUST SELL by June 1-56x12, 3 . bdrm.
trailer. Has a 23000 BTU air conditioner
that can be included. Fpr further information call 971-7568 after 5 p.m. Down
payment. assume payments of uo

HOUSE in country atmosphere. Liberal
female roommate needed. $75 monthly
plus electric. 10 minutes from USF. Call
Kath~ 933.2033 after 2 PM.

ANYONE with van , going to Miami a•
quarter's end? Wlil paySlO to take rocking
chair and light. frame couch & cushions to
mv home. Call Sue 935-8602.

GliYS move in 20 May, pay no · rent iiii 1
June. $75 mo. till Sept. 15. 4.4 cu. rei-frzr,
fits dorm closets 560 or best offer. Randy
971-7103 La Mancha Dos.

ORGANIST or eiec. piano player wanted for
established group. Top 40 & commercial.
Must have own equipment.
Steady
fulltime employment. 988-8149.

(...........~-~-ro_M_o_r•_v_e_..)

SUMMER POSITIONS Boy's camp, Lenox,
Mass. (45th yr.) Has separate openings for
baseball. golf, swimming, saiiing,
waterskiing, overnight camping; Camp
material In Placement Library. camp
Mah-Kee-Nae, 137 Thatcher Lane, South
Orange, N.J. 07079.

1965 CHEV. air, gOod tires & brakes,
automatic, power steering. 5499.99 Must
sell. Please call 238-7270 after 5.
P INT0-71
low mileage, AC, · radio,
automatic, yeilow with black Interior;
Must Sell, 51500 or best offer. Cail 935-2482
after 7:00 PM.
'62 VW BUG. Good conditloo. Rebuilt
·engine. Has had ioylng treatment. 5425.
Call evenings. 981-2629.

SUMMER Jobs-Serve youth at Camp
Flam ing Arrow, BSA,
Salary open.
Located in Lake Wales, Fla. 7 wks. Call for
Appointment or Application, 872-2691 Jim
Hail.

SUNBEAM Tiger '65, V8, radials, needs
some body work, some spare parts, 5650.
Call Bob 977-5907.

PART TIME employments men's clothing
store. Summer and part time employment.
Phone: 879-1794 between 9 a.m. & 5 p.m.

'66 FORD Mustang, factory a.i r, PS, vinyl

roof, excellent condition. '71 Honda 350SL,
great for dirt or to beat USF parking
problems. 971-3547 before 5 or 977-5569.

MOTORCYCLES
& SCOOTERS

SUBLET : 1 bdrm . duplex, AC, WW shag,
elec. kitchen, d ishwasher; June till Sept.
Close to USF, unfurnished $129. 971-3547 or
alter 5 p.m . 971-6109. You'll like it!
RENT ONE bedroom furnished apt.
Cathedral ceiling. 5160 a month. Close to
USF . To sublet from June to August, for
further information, call 971-5232.
SUMMER AT LA MANCHA DOS. Study &
relax at La Mancha Dos this summer. We
offer summer quarter contracts for 5175 or
monthly rate at 575 . Make reservations
now while summer vacancies left. One
blk. from campus on 42nd St. 971 -0100.

:,~---R_i_o_e~
TRANSPORTATION Available to New York
City. Drivers · needed · 18 yrs., Drivers
Lise., Student ID. Cali Olin's RentaCar.
Tampa. 876-5111 or in, Miami, 871-3710.

c

)

ELECTRIC guitar and amp . $250 .00 Cali if
interested or come by : 2615 E. 1101h Av e.
Ph . 971 -1480 from 9:30 A.M.-2:30 P.M.

HONDA 450 Scrambler low mileage, luggage
rack, elec. Start, lots of extras. 5550. Call
977-5290. If no answer call 971-0997.
LEAVING TOWN this summer. Must sell
a like new 1970 Honda 175 with a mere 4700
miles. Comes with a helmet tool kit etc.
5375 or best offer. 343-2030 St. Pete.

EXTRA" cash (work today-pay today)
guaranteed work, work· when you want as
long as you want. Seven days a week.
Apply ready to work. MANPOWER 1919
E . Busch Blvd., 416 W. ·Kennedy . Hrs. 6
a .m .-6 p.m.
MEN OR WOMEN wanted for permanent
part time employment taking Inventory in
grocery, drug and variety stores. Reply
RGIS Inventory Specialists. Phone: 8793876.

MUST sell before end of quarter 1971 Honda
CL 100. Any offer over 5100 accepted. Bike
runs great. Cail Brian at 988-8974, or come
to 414 Forest Park Ave.

IMMEDIATE opening Houseparents,
Resident Counselors, Dorm ltory
For
Handicapped Adults 877 · 7431

(

HAIRDRESSER wanted USF area . Busy
salon. Apply Surburbanette Beauty Salon
2211 E . Fletcher.

REAL ESTATE

..u0 LU

0

- , R. EW~RD, for retu.rr\~~f. burgundy shoulder
· bag . .. contains -. :unreplaceable personal
papers. call. Barbara Toif. 974'.6.: in. ·

YOU TOO, . CAN ENJtiY 'n u ·H·-·

STANDARD Of.'QU:" ,;·

COUNT ON SPOTLESS TO
DELIVER THE BEST
CRAFTMANSHIP AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES

.

..... .

,._

Samtone::

SPECIAL: ·

8 lbs. of budget

DRY CLEANING for
(Good only University Plaza· Pfar:tt) ·

21
CONVENIENT
.STOltES

$67 - $90

month,

*FURNISHED
APTS.
*WALK TO
CLASS

) *SWIMMING
POOLS,
TENNIS,
REC· BLDGS~
T.·V. LOUN·GES

UV

[!JTHEATRE

NEBRASKA AT FOWLER 971 ·0007

.

. ·{ 1

SHE'S RADIO'S ANSWER
TO FANNY Hill TURN HER ON ANO

TURN~
,

SHE'LL
YOU ON!!

plus

•\

HARRY NOVAK

11'f 1P oo 1JC •l<f <.

SHARON KELLY.

'

I.OMISSION
IN CO LO R llfSTlllCTfO

SOUTHERN
COMFORT
Midnight Shows
Fri. & Sat.

A BOXOFFI CE INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

''FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS"
FRIDAY 3-7
WED. 5-7

FOUND.: Irish Setter - Call and identify . 9888?62 .after·.5:00. A'sk lor Tony.

LIBERATION Music Service $4000 will buy
all stock and lixtures. Call Tim. Ph:
935 : 5912 .

the
Dirty Mind of
Young Sally

act ivities or just want to rap . Cal l Helpline
at 974-2555 or Women's Linr. 974-2556 for
wom en's problems.

1971 12X60 REGENT : . 2 bedrooms, 32,500
BTU A·C, awnings, 10x7 shed, WW carpeting, privately set-up, 6 miles from ·usF,
must sell! SACRIFICE! $470 down Ph:
986-1738.

LOST & .,OUND)

~-~-~-~-~---~---

presenl s

IF you need any info on drugs, r eferral s,

("""":_M_o_a_1L_E_H_o_M_ES__..) (

SALES POSITION at clothing store. Fuil or
part time. No calls. Apply In person at 800
W. Kennedy Blvd.
·

(~=~··~f~~R~REN~T~) r
TRAILER behind IRONSIDE TAVERN .
BR, Central AC 5100 mo. Come by or call
935-5415, 14727 N. Fla. Ave.

DAY or Nite-Will fit work schedule to. class
schedule. Weekdays & weekends. Jerry's
Pizza King 8864 56 St. Tempie Terrace.

MALE
students wanted for part-t ime
laborers as indoor landscapers. Good
hourly wage approx 30 hrs per week. Cail
the Planter Box 876,5343 9:30-5:30 Ask for
Mike.

2 ROOMMATES WANTED to share 2 bdrm
duplex. Central AC, close to campus, $45
per mo. plus utilites. Call Judy 988-8145.

MODERN CAMPSITE, five minutes from
USF. 177 wooded sites. All hookups.
Heat&d pool . Ideal location for visiting
parents with RV's. US 301 and SR. 579.
. Tel.: 986-2415 Spanish Main Campground.

.

~

COOKS and waitresses wanted. over 21 .
Temple Terrace, Florida Ave. and
·Hillsborough Ave. Pizza Huts. Apply in
person.

APTS. & HOUSES
TO SHARE

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST--TURABiAN,
USF, APA, etc. style ·manuals.
IBM
SELECTRIC with type changes & Greek
symbols . . 5 min. from USF ~971 -6041after.6

MISC. FOR SALE

J

Pl.SGAH WILDERNESS COMMUNITY
BUILDING EXPEDITION August 18-31.
This is. unique opportunity to experience
ne:w ways to self and other awareness
through .the rigors of strenuous and
creative back packing. Led by a climber
and a group spec•allst. Registrations by
June 1. call Bill u.c.F. 988-1185.

SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM Selectric that CORRECTS OWN
· ERRORS, Pica or Elite. All types of work,
5 minutes from USF. Nina Schiro, 11110
N. uncist.971-2139. lfiloanswer,235-3261.

[

MISCELLANEOUS

.

PITCHER $1
the COLLA GE

N ebrasl<a and 131st Avenues

11'RI. 3-7

*

Reservations now being accepted for
next fall and for this summer. Reduced
rates for signing early.. Specific apts.
reserved on a 1st come
- .1st served basis.

LA MARCii.A

DOS
1 Block from USF on 42nd
Phone: 971-0100

St.~
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Nixon----------Continued from Page I

with him concerning the
Watergate affair "and the
alleged cover-up." Previously,
White House guidelines on
executive privilege had directed
presidential aides not to testify
about such discussions.
-- He had no intention of
resigning, saying: "I will not
abandon my responsibilities."

tJ. !(.I ().Ir:/
flOLP >WR M¥1SE5ll
.I'tl- GO ASK 1-/111.
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Report recommends
facu~ty pay increases
propriations. It is a part of the
budgetary process."
TlllS IS THE first time the
Florida' s universities' staff and
Brown Survey study has been
faculty , will need an average
performed for faculty.
salary increase of at least 10 per
He was not sure when the final
cent to be competitive in the
decision would be marle, but he
national rn ark et, according to a
added, "last year they had good
recent report.
legislative
intent but nothing
_A study done. by .the Frank C.
came out of it."
Brown Company and submitted
- to the State University System
If the recommendation is ac<SUSl gave recommendations for
cepted. it will in effect double the
1973-74 faculty and profession~!
normal money available to the
staff salary- and fringe benefit
university system in providing
adjustments.
·
salary increases but "that is
THE INCREASE would come
making several assumptions,"
.in two categories: salaries ang
Weicherding said.
fringe benefits. The SUS ranks
"ONE ASSUMPTION is that
64th ·among 79 institutions sur- - they wouldn't give it to us in
veyed iri the fringe benefit .area. _ fringe benefits but In money ."
"We were basically fairly
Weicherding said the recomc;ompetitive with raw salaries. In
mendations don't mean each
terms of fringe benefits we were
institution would get "double."
· fai; below," said -John P.
Appropriations would be based
Weicherding ;
director. of
on the institution's need.
-University Personnel'.
"Florida A&M University has
the lowest rank (position l
"The · recommendation has
average ·so they would probably
been submitted in its final form tp
get the highest. and the
the - Senate Committee of
University of Florida has the
- Education," he added.
"We
highest so they would probably
won't know the results until the
get the lowest." he said.
i"egislature finishes its apBY WILMA LENNON
Oracle Staff Writer

-- SO DEEPLY concerned was
he about news leaks and a wave
of violent protests in 1970 and 1971
that he created a "special investigations unit" in the White
House to be run jointly by top
officials of the CIA and the FBI.
The unit was to collect intelligence about domestic groups
and individual citizens.

IN REITERATING his desire
to get to the truth in the
Watergate scandal, Nixon said he
acted initially without realizing
the scope of the wrongdoing.
"I wanted justice done with
regard to Watergate; but in the
scale of national priorities with
which I had to deal -- and not at
that time having any idea of the
extent of political abuse which
Watergate relfected -- I also had
to be deeply concerned with
ensuring that neither the covert
operations of the CIA nor the
operations of the special investigating unit should be
compromised," he said, adding:
"It was certainly not my intent,
nor my wish, that the investigation of the Watergate
break-in or of related acts be

impeded in any way . . .It now
seems that later, through
whatever complex of individual
motives and possible misunderstanding, there were apparently wide-ranging efforts to
limit the investigation or to
conceal the possible involvement
of members of the administration
and the campaign committee."
NIXON DID not explain why he
waited until now to provide his
most detailed explanation of
events or why he did not mention
these things in an April 30
televised address to the nation.
Moreover, he said he concluded
in looking back that "I
should have given more heed to
the warning signals I received
along the way about a Watergate
cover-up and less to the
reassurances.''

-- He had never offered
executive clemency to any of the
original
seven
Watergate
defendants or authorized or knew of any such offers, despite sworn
testimony suggesting the contrary before the Senate
Watergate Investigating Committee.

Veterans' legislation
discussed by official

-- He said he had no knowledge
that funds from his re-election
campaign were provided to any
of the Watergate conspirators or
used to finance their defense.
However. he conceded that
"unethical, as well as illegal,
activities," occurred in the
handling of his campaign
conations.

W.B . Mackall, director of the
legislation," said Bruce Daniell,
Florida division of Veterans
USF Veterans Advisor.
Affairs, will speak on pending
At present, the legislation is in
legislation providing educational
the House
Appropriations
benefits for Florida veterans, at 8 - Committee.
p.m . Wednesday in the Argos
Following Mackall's presenFireside Lounge.
tation, Veterans Aw'a reness
"I hope we can have a good
Council, who is sponsoring the
attendance at this meeting to
program, will hold elections -for
show Mackall we're behind this
next year's officers.

/
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~--i>~~-''The movie for movie nuts has finally been made-THE
PROJECTIONIST. And I hope to see it at least once a
year until I die. Wow! I get turned-on again as I write
-NatHentolf, Evergreen Review
about it."

The film's director, Harry Hur Hurwitz, will discuss his work
and answer questions from the audience.

Thursday, May 24 8pm LAN 103
Admission 50c

PH. •.&310%%
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Film Art Series

